
EPA Retreats on Trump Campaign Promise.
Costly Ozone Regulations Will Continue.
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The EPA has discontinued efforts to repeal the job-killing ozone smog regulations
imposed by the Obama administration. This is a retreat from the campaign promises of
President Trump who had singled out the ozone standards as one of four EPA regulations
that definitely would be eliminated.
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Eric Clanton, a philosophy and ethics professor at Diablo Valley College, was granted a
plea deal and will receive probation instead of punishment following his violent attacks
on Trump supporters. Police report that he bashed seven people with a bike lock at
Berkeley in April 2017. Clanton was charged with four counts of felony assault and faced
11 years in prison.
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Attorney Braley Shear says universities are attempting to reshape society by
discriminating against students based on political ideologies and by marginalizing
conservative viewpoints. He warned teens to audit their digital profiles and lock down
their social-media accounts during the college-application process.
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Israel military is attacking Palestinian civilians in retaliation against Hamas for
launching rockets into Israeli territory. On Thursday, Saudi military killed more than
50 Palestinians, mostly children, in an air strike on a school bus.
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The FDA is negotiating to buy aborted baby tissue to create ‘humanized mice’ with a
human immune system to be used for drug testing. Genetically engineered (so-called
humanized) mice already have been created using other sources, including umbilical-cord
blood cells and peripheral-blood stem cells.


